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Jurisdictional Statement 

The district court had jurisdiction over this case under 18 U.S.C. 

§ 3231.  The court entered judgment on November 26, 2018, sentencing 

Appellant Stephonze Blakeney to 40 months’ imprisonment and one year 

of supervised release.  J.A. 861-63.1   

Mr. Blakeney filed a timely notice of appeal on November 29, 2018.  

J.A. 867.  This Court’s jurisdiction arises under 28 U.S.C. § 1291.   

 

Issues Presented 

1. Whether evidence seized from the blood draw of Mr. 
Blakeney should have been suppressed because: (1) the 
warrant application does not establish probable cause to 
believe police would find evidence of a crime, and (2) the 
warrant is insufficiently particularized with respect to 
both (i) the items to be seized and (ii) the particular crime 
for evidence of which the police could search. 

2.  Whether evidence seized from the electronic data 
recorder in Mr. Blakeney’s car should have been 
suppressed because: (1) the supporting affidavit does not 
demonstrate probable cause to believe a crime occurred, 
and (2) the warrant does not identify the particular crime 
for evidence of which the police could search. 

 

                                                 

 

1 The Joint Appendix is cited as “J.A.,” followed by the page number. 
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Statement of the Case 

After Mr. Blakeney crashed his car on a federally managed road, U.S. 

Park Police officers obtained warrants to draw a sample of his blood and to 

download data from his car’s “black box.”  On the basis of evidence 

recovered pursuant to those warrants, a jury convicted Mr. Blakeney of 

homicide by motor vehicle, reckless driving, and driving without a license.  

He challenges the validity of both warrants, arguing: (1) the supporting 

applications did not establish probable cause to believe police would find 

evidence of a crime, and (2) the warrants were insufficiently particular with 

respect to the items to be seized and the crimes for evidence of which the 

police could search.   

A. Traffic accident on Suitland Parkway 

Around 10:30 p.m. on June 5, 2017, United States Park Police officers 

responded to a car accident on Suitland Parkway in the area of Branch 

Avenue.  J.A. 24.  Donald Greulich, the first officer to arrive on the scene, 

found a blue Nissan facing west on the eastbound side of Suitland 

Parkway.  J.A. 24, 333.  On the grass shoulder south of the road, Officer 

Greulich observed a gray Chrysler facing north.  J.A. 24, 26.  Both cars were 

badly damaged.  J.A. 26.   
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The driver and sole occupant of the Nissan, who was lying on the 

ground next to his car when police arrived, told investigators that he had 

been driving on Suitland Parkway eastbound “when all of a sudden 

another vehicle drove across the roadway into his lane of travel and struck 

his vehicle.”  J.A. 24-25.  Medics transported the Nissan’s driver to 

Washington Hospital Center, where he was treated for a sprained ankle 

and released.  J.A. 24-25.   

Officer Greulich found two people inside the Chrysler.  J.A. 24.  The 

passenger, later identified as Briaunna Smith, was unresponsive, was not 

breathing, and did not have a pulse.  J.A. 24.  Members of the Prince 

George’s County Fire Department pronounced her dead at 10:53 p.m.  J.A. 

24.   

Although the driver of the Chrysler was unconscious when Officer 

Greulich arrived, he awoke “[a] short time later” and “became combative 

with fire department personnel.”  J.A. 24.  Members of the fire department 

told Officer Greulich that the driver “appeared under the influence of PCP 

and alcohol.”  J.A. 24.  When Officer Greulic ordered the driver to get out 

of the Chrysler, he refused to do so.  J.A. 24.  Officer Greulich described the 

driver as having “a blank stare” and said he “did not appear to 
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comprehend what I was saying to him.”  J.A. 24.  Eventually, officers 

managed to remove the driver, identified as Mr. Blakeney, from the 

Chrysler and sent him to the hospital for medical care.  J.A. 24.   

Detective Sergeant Robert Steinheimer of the Park Police, who 

arrived after Mr. Blakeney had been sent to the hospital, reported that he 

“detected a strong odor of an alcoholic beverage, emanating from the 

passenger compartment of the Chrysler.”  J.A. 27, 373-74.   

B. Blood draw of Mr. Blakeney 

Around 12:23 a.m. on June 6th, approximately two hours after 

officers were dispatched to the scene, Detective Steinheimer called a federal 

magistrate judge to request a warrant for a sample of Mr. Blakeney’s blood.  

J.A. 57, 382-83.  Detective Steinheimer relayed the basic facts of the 

accident—that Mr. Blakeney’s Chrysler, while traveling west on Suitland 

Parkway, crossed the center median and struck the Nissan, which was 

heading east.  J.A. 57-58.  Detective Steinheimer told the magistrate judge 

that Mr. Blakeney “was removed from the vehicle with a heavy odor of 

alcohol and possibly PCP” and that he “was combative and had to be 

restrained.”  J.A. 58.  He explained that Mr. Blakeney’s passenger was 

found dead at the scene.  J.A. 58.   
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At 12:28 a.m., the magistrate judge announced that “based on the 

information communicated to me, I believe that there is probable cause at 

this time to draw [Mr. Blakeney’s] blood.”  J.A. 58.  A Park Police officer 

then provided a blood-testing kit to hospital staff, who obtained a blood 

sample from Mr. Blakeney.  J.A. 366-68.  Analysis of that sample revealed 

Mr. Blakeney’s blood alcohol concentration to be 0.07 grams of ethanol per 

100 milliliters of blood.  J.A. 485.   

C. Search of the Chrysler’s electronic data recorder  

On June 26, 2017, Detective Steinheimer swore out an affidavit to the 

District of Columbia Superior Court, in support of a warrant to search the 

Chrysler’s “event data recorder” (EDR).  J.A. 82.  The affidavit explained 

that an EDR “is a combination of an accelerometer and a computer 

algorithm” contained in a car’s “airbag control module” (ACM).  J.A. 84.  

Like the “black box” on an airplane, an EDR is “capable of recording and 

storing several parameters existing while the vehicle is in motion, at the 

time of [a] crash and five seconds prior to the crash.”  J.A. 84.  Those 

“parameters” include “the state of the driver’s seatbelt switch, any 

diagnostic codes present at the time of crash, headlight status, engine 

RPM’s, vehicle speed, brake status and throttle position.”  J.A. 84.   
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Detective Steinheimer wrote that he sought the EDR as part of “the 

investigation of a motor vehicle crash fatality.”  J.A. 82.  He described the 

accident scene and relayed investigators’ belief that the Chrysler, while 

driving west on Suitland Parkway, had “crossed over the raised, curb, 

center median and struck the [eastbound] Nissan head on,” causing it to 

spin 180 degrees.  J.A. 83.  Based on this account of the accident, Detective 

Steinheimer wrote that “the data on the EDR and/or ACM is essential in 

providing data to further determine any and all factors that may have 

contributed to this crash.  The data analysis is needed by the crash 

reconstructionist to determine the underlying cause of the crash.”  J.A. 84.   

A D.C. Superior Court judge issued the warrant the same day, and 

Park Police officers subsequently downloaded the contents of the 

Chrysler’s EDR.  J.A. 81; see J.A. 409.   

D. Indictment and motions to suppress 

On October 23, 2017, a federal grand jury returned an indictment 

charging Mr. Blakeney with one count of homicide by motor vehicle while 

impaired by alcohol, under 18 U.S.C. § 13 (assimilating Md. Code Ann., 

Crim. Law § 2-504); one count of driving without a license, under 36 C.F.R. 

§ 4.2 (assimilating Md. Code Ann., Transp. §§ 16-101, 16-102); and one 
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count of reckless driving, under 36 C.F.R. § 4.2 (assimilating Md. Code 

Ann., Transp. § 21-901.1(a)).  J.A. 1-3.   

Mr. Blakeney subsequently filed motions to suppress (1) the results of 

the blood draw and (2) the data obtained from the Chrysler’s EDR.   

1. Motion to suppress blood draw 

As relevant to this appeal, Mr. Blakeney’s first motion asserted two 

grounds for suppressing evidence from the drawing and testing of his 

blood.   

First, Mr. Blakeney argued officers obtained the blood-draw warrant 

in violation of Franks v. Delaware, 438 U.S. 154 (1978).  J.A. 5-15.  The 

Supreme Court held in Franks that when a warrant affiant “either 

intentionally or recklessly ma[kes] a materially false statement or . . . 

intentionally or recklessly omit[s] material information from the affidavit,” 

evidence seized pursuant to the resulting warrant must be suppressed.  

United States v. Wharton, 840 F.3d 163, 168 (4th Cir. 2016).   

Mr. Blakeney argued that the affiant in this case, Detective 

Steinheimer, intentionally or recklessly: (1) told the magistrate that first 

responders may have smelled PCP on Mr. Blakeney; and (2) suggested that 

officers detected the smell of alcohol on Mr. Blakeney’s person, rather than 
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emanating from his car—which contained another occupant—after he was 

no longer at the scene.  J.A. 10-12.  Once these misleading statements are 

corrected, Mr. Blakeney argued, Detective Steinheimer’s affidavit does not 

establish probable cause to believe Mr. Blakeney was driving under the 

influence.  J.A. 13-15.  He therefore requested suppression or, in the 

alternative, a Franks hearing.  J.A. 14-15.   

Second, Mr. Blakeney argued the warrant was insufficiently 

particular because it failed to limit the scope of the authorized search by 

reference to a particular crime.  J.A. 19-21.   

The district court denied the blood-draw motion at a hearing on June 

8, 2018.  It held that even assuming Detective Steinheimer’s warrant 

application contained intentional or reckless misstatements, those 

misstatements were not material.  J.A. 158.  If Detective Steinheimer had 

omitted any mention of PCP, and had said only that officers detected the 

smell of alcohol coming from the Chrysler, this information would have 

been sufficient, “in combination with gross driver error,” to establish 

probable cause that Mr. Blakeney was driving under the influence.  See J.A. 

143-44, 147, 151, 159.  The court further held that even if the affidavit did 
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not give rise to probable cause, officers could rely on the warrant in good 

faith.  J.A. 159-60.   

As to Mr. Blakeney’s second argument, the court reasoned that 

Detective Steinheimer did not need to cite a particular crime or statute in 

his warrant application because it was “plain” from the context that he was 

seeking evidence of driving under the influence.  See J.A. 148.   

2. Motion to suppress evidence from the EDR 

Mr. Blakeney’s second motion argued that Detective Steinheimer’s 

affidavit for the EDR warrant did not establish probable cause to believe 

Mr. Blakeney had committed a crime.  J.A. 72.  The affidavit demonstrated, 

at most, that an accident had occurred; it did not show, or even suggest, 

that the accident was the result of criminal behavior.  J.A. 72-75.  In 

addition, Mr. Blakeney asserted, as he had in his blood-draw motion, that 

the warrant was insufficiently particular because it did not limit the scope 

of the authorized search to evidence of any specific criminal violation.  J.A. 

75-79.   

The district court issued an oral ruling denying the EDR suppression 

motion at the June 8th hearing.  J.A. 172.  The court held the affidavit was 

sufficient for probable cause because it alleged that: (1) police were 
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investigating “a vehicular-related fatality,” and (2) the Chrysler “crossed 

over the raised curb, center median, struck the Nissan head-on.”  J.A. 164-

65.  According to the court, the latter allegation “put[] the control and the 

agency in [Mr. Blakeney’s] hands,” which suggested that he, rather than 

the driver of the Nissan, was responsible for the crash.  J.A. 166-67.   

Mr. Blakeney filed a motion to reconsider the district court’s ruling, 

which the court denied.  J.A. 203-07, 214-15.   

E. Trial 

The parties presented witness testimony over the course of two days.   

1. The government’s case 

The government solicited testimony from the driver of the Nissan 

that he was hit by another car while driving home from work on Suitland 

Parkway the evening of June 5, 2017.  J.A. 324-26.  The government also 

introduced testimony from various Park Police officers about the locations 

of the Nissan and Chrysler after the crash, the extent of the damage to the 

two cars, the drawing of Mr. Blakeney’s blood, and his 0.07 blood alcohol 

level.  J.A. 334-37, 366-68, 375-76, 382-83, 485.  Lucas Zarwell, a toxicologist 

with D.C.’s Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, testified that a 0.07 “is 

not extremely high,” but is great enough to have some effect on a driver’s 
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ability to comprehend information, respond to stimuli, and execute 

psychomotor functions.  J.A. 485-86.   

The government’s final witness was Kathryn DiPalma, a patrol 

officer with the Park Police whom the district court qualified as an expert 

in crash investigation and reconstruction.  J.A. 391, 406.  Officer DiPalma 

testified that to determine the cause of a vehicular collision, a crash 

reconstructionist walks the scene of the accident, collects witness 

statements, inspects any physical evidence (e.g., tire marks, damage to the 

cars, etc.), and factors in environmental conditions such as weather, among 

other steps.  J.A. 395-96.   

In this case, Officer DiPalma also analyzed the data from the 

Chrysler’s EDR, including the car’s speed, rotation patterns, and inputs to 

the antilock brake system.  J.A. 407-09, 432-35.  She testified the EDR 

revealed that at 0.1 seconds before the collision between the two cars, the 

Chrysler was traveling 68 miles per hour; at 5 seconds before impact, it was 

traveling approximately 83 miles per hour.  J.A. 434-35.  The posted speed 

limit on that stretch of Suitland Parkway is 45 miles per hour.  J.A. 430.  

Based on this information, Officer DiPalma concluded, “to a reasonable 
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degree of scientific certainty,” that the speed of the Chrysler was “a 

contributing factor” in the crash.  J.A. 437-38.   

2. Mr. Blakeney’s case 

Mr. Blakeney’s principal witness was Wendell Cover, a former 

Maryland police officer who now works as a consultant in accident 

reconstruction.  J.A. 573-76.  The district court qualified Mr. Cover as an 

expert in crash reconstruction.  J.A. 575.   

Mr. Cover testified that he reviewed, among other things, police 

reports of the June 5, 2017 accident, photographs from the scene, 

manufacturer vehicle specifications, the remains of the two cars involved, 

various investigators’ reports (including Officer DiPalma’s), and data from 

the Chrysler’s EDR.  J.A. 582-86.  He also traveled to Suitland Parkway and 

walked the scene of the accident.  J.A. 585.  Based on this review, Mr. Cover 

said he agreed with Officer DiPalma that the driver of the Chrysler lost 

control of the car as it was traveling west on Suitland parkway and crossed 

over the median into eastbound traffic.  J.A. 586.   

But he said there was “no evidence that speed was the factor of the 

loss of control.”  J.A. 586.  If the Chrysler had exceeded its “critical 

speed”—i.e., the speed at which a car “lose[s] lateral control”—it would 
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have veered toward the right, or northern, side of westbound Suitland 

Parkway.  J.A. 461, 586-87.  The Chrysler, however, actually turned 68 

degrees to the left 6.8 seconds prior to impact, before correcting to the right, 

then left, then right again.  J.A. 593-94, 602.  Mr. Cover said he believed this 

zig-zag movement occurred because the driver of the Chrysler was “over-

steering in response to . . . some hazard.”  J.A. 591.   

Using data from the EDR and the crash scene, Mr. Cover estimated 

that the distance from the site of the crash to the spot where the Chrysler 

first swerved was approximately 744 feet.  J.A. 603.  The location of that 

first “evasive maneuver,” therefore, was at or near the point where Branch 

Avenue merges into Suitland Parkway.  J.A. 591, 605-07.  There was no 

“yield” sign on that on-ramp when Mr. Cover visited the scene in January 

2018.  J.A. 606-07.   

3. Verdict and sentencing 

The jury convicted Mr. Blakeney on all three counts.  J.A. 807.  On 

November 26, 2018, the district court sentenced Mr. Blakeney to 36 months’ 

imprisonment on count one (homicide by motor vehicle while impaired by 

alcohol), to be served consecutive to concurrent 4-month sentences on 

counts two (driving without a license) and three (reckless driving), for a 
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total of 40 months in prison.  J.A. 862.  The court also imposed one year of 

supervised release.  J.A. 863.   

Mr. Blakeney filed a notice of appeal on November 29, 2018.  J.A. 867.   

 

Summary of the Argument 

Both warrants in this case—for the blood draw and for the search of 

the EDR—were overbroad and unparticularized, in violation of the Fourth 

Amendment.   

The application for the blood-draw warrant did not establish 

probable cause to believe Mr. Blakeney’s blood would yield evidence of a 

crime.  Stripped of all false or misleading statements, Detective 

Steinheimer’s application asserted only that a traffic collision had occurred 

and that someone in the car had, at some unknown point, consumed 

alcohol.  These facts do not add up to probable cause that Mr. Blakeney 

was driving under the influence.   

The blood-draw warrant was also insufficiently particular.  Although 

it identified with particularity the fluid (blood) that police could take from 

Mr. Blakeney’s body, the warrant did not specify what information police 
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could extract from that blood.  And it failed to specify the items to be 

seized by relation to any particular crime.   

The EDR warrant affidavit was overbroad as well.  It established that 

a fatal traffic accident occurred, but it provided no basis to believe that 

accident resulted from criminal conduct, as opposed to some other cause.  

And, like the blood-draw warrant, the EDR warrant did not identify the 

specific crime for evidence of which police could search.   

Because both warrants were invalid, and because officers could not 

rely on them in good faith, this Court should vacate Mr. Blakeney’s 

convictions on the homicide and reckless-driving counts and remand with 

instructions to grant his motions to suppress.   
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Argument 

A. Standard of review 

“In considering the district court’s suppression decision, [this Court] 

review[s] legal determinations de novo and the court’s underlying factual 

findings for clear error.”  United States v. Thomas, 908 F.3d 68, 72 (4th Cir. 

2018).   

B. Applicable law 

“Under the Fourth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, ‘no 

Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or 

affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the 

persons or things to be seized.’”  Smith v. Munday, 848 F.3d 248, 257 (4th 

Cir. 2017).  This provision imposes two separate requirements on police use 

of warrants: breadth and particularity.  See, e.g., United States v. Wong, 334 

F.3d 831, 836 (9th Cir. 2003) (“To determine specificity, we examine both 

the warrant’s breadth and particularity.”); In re Grand Jury Subpoenas Dated 

Dec. 10, 1987, 926 F.2d 847, 856 (D.C. Cir. 1991) (“In order for a search to be 

reasonable, the warrant must be specific.  Specificity has two aspects: 

particularity and breadth.”).   
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Breadth concerns whether the supporting affidavit adequately 

establishes probable cause.  In the warrant context, probable cause exists 

when, “given all the circumstances set forth in the affidavit there is a fair 

probability that contraband or evidence of a crime will be found in a 

particular place.”  United States v. Perry, 560 F.3d 246, 251 (4th Cir. 2009).   

When the affidavit fails to demonstrate probable cause—e.g., because 

it does not contain enough information—the warrant is overbroad.  See, 

e.g., United States v. Hurwitz, 459 F.3d 463, 473 (4th Cir. 2006) (“The Fourth 

Amendment requires that a warrant be no broader than the probable cause 

on which it is based.”); United States v. Sanjar, 876 F.3d 725, 735 (5th Cir. 

2017) (“The warrant must . . . not be overbroad, meaning there must be 

probable cause to seize the particular things named in the warrant.”).  Put 

differently, a warrant is overbroad if the affidavit does not provide 

probable cause that evidence of a crime will be found in a given location.  

See, e.g., United States v. Fries, 781 F.3d 1137, 1151 (9th Cir. 2015) (“The 

purpose of the breadth requirement is to limit the scope of the warrant by 

the probable cause on which the warrant is based.”); United States v. 

Willoughby, 742 F.3d 229, 233 (6th Cir. 2014) (explaining that warrant is 

overbroad if it “include[s] items that should not be seized”).   
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Particularity, by contrast, “is the requirement that the warrant must 

clearly state what is sought.”  In re Grand Jury Subpoenas, 926 F.2d at 856.  

“Thus, the particularity requirement of the Fourth Amendment is directed 

at the warrant as opposed to the supporting affidavit.”  Owens ex rel. Owens 

v. Lott, 372 F.3d 267, 274 (4th Cir. 2004).  This requirement “is fulfilled when 

the warrant identifies the items to be seized by their relation to designated 

crimes and when the description of the items leaves nothing to the 

discretion of the officer executing the warrant.”  United States v. Dargan, 738 

F.3d 643, 647 (4th Cir. 2013).  A warrant is insufficiently particular, in other 

words, when an officer is unable, after reading the warrant, to determine 

exactly where he may search or exactly which items he may seize.  See 

United States v. Williams, 592 F.3d 511, 519 (4th Cir. 2010).   

Requiring particularity “serves a couple of important functions.”  

Owens, 372 F.3d at 274.  First, it “prevent[s] general searches” because a 

“search warrant that describes its object with particularity discourages the 

state from embarking on a general exploratory rummaging through a 

citizen’s private” effects.  Id.  Second, it “affords written assurance to the 

individual whose property is searched or seized of the lawful authority of 
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the executing officer, his need to search, and the limits of his power to 

search.”  Id.   

The particularity requirement “has three components: First, a 

warrant must identify the specific offense for which the police have 

established probable cause.  Second, a warrant must describe the place to 

be searched.  Third, the warrant must specify the ‘items to be seized by 

their relation to designated crimes.’”  United States v. Galpin, 720 F.3d 436, 

445-46 (2d Cir. 2013) (quoting Williams, 592 F.3d at 519) (cleaned up); see 

also, e.g., United States v. Perez, 712 F. App’x 136, 138-39 (3d Cir. 2017) 

(unpublished) (same); United States v. Kow, 58 F.3d 423, 427 (9th Cir. 1995) 

(“We have criticized repeatedly the failure to describe in a warrant the 

specific criminal activity suspected.” (emphasis added)); Voss v. Bergsgaard, 

774 F.2d 402, 404 (10th Cir. 1985) (“The particularity requirement ensures 

that a search is confined in scope to particularly described evidence 

relating to a specific crime for which there is demonstrated probable cause.” 

(emphasis added)).   

C. Analysis 

The two warrants in this case—for Mr. Blakeney’s blood and for the 

Chrysler’s EDR data—are both overbroad and unparticularized.  The 
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supporting applications fail to establish probable cause to believe police 

will find evidence of a crime in the places to be searched, and the warrants 

themselves fail to identify the particular crimes for which police may seek 

evidence.  The blood-draw warrant also fails to describe with particularity 

the “items to be seized,” i.e., the information police are authorized to 

extract from Mr. Blakeney’s blood. 

Accordingly, all evidence seized pursuant to those warrants should 

have been suppressed.  See United States v. Stephens, 764 F.3d 327, 335 (4th 

Cir. 2014) (“The exclusionary rule generally prohibits the introduction at 

criminal trial of evidence obtained in violation of a defendant’s Fourth 

Amendment rights.”).   

1. The blood-draw warrant 

The application for a sample of Mr. Blakeney’s blood is overbroad, 

and the warrant itself is insufficiently particular.   

a. Overbreadth: the application does not establish 
probable cause that police will find evidence of 
a crime in Mr. Blakeney’s blood. 

As explained above, Mr. Blakeney’s suppression motion argued 

Detective Steinheimer recklessly made material misstatements in his blood-

draw warrant application, in violation of Franks v. Delaware.  J.A. 8-15.  
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Without deciding whether Detective Steinheimer acted intentionally or 

recklessly, the district court determined that any misstatements were not 

material.  It did so by considering whether the application would have 

established probable cause if Detective Steinheimer had (1) omitted any 

mention of PCP, and (2) said only that, after Mr. Blakeney had been 

transported to the hospital, officers smelled alcohol coming from the 

Chrysler, which contained a second occupant.  J.A. 143-44, 147, 151, 158-59; 

see United States v. Lull, 824 F.3d 109, 114 (4th Cir. 2016) (explaining that 

under Franks “materiality” prong, “the defendant must show that with the 

affidavit’s false material set to one side, the affidavit’s remaining content is 

insufficient to establish probable cause”).   

The district court erred in concluding that, once corrected in this way, 

the blood-draw application demonstrates probable cause to believe police 

would find evidence of a crime in Mr. Blakeney’s blood.  Shorn of its 

reference to PCP and the suggestion that police smelled alcohol on Mr. 

Blakeney’s person, Detective Steinheimer’s application presents only the 

following facts: (1) a car driven by Mr. Blakeney crossed the Suitland 

Parkway median and struck another car; (2) officers detected the odor of 

alcohol coming from Mr. Blakeney’s car, which contained a front-seat 
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passenger, after Mr. Blakeney was no longer at the scene; and (3) Mr. 

Blakeney “was combative and had to be restrained.”  J.A. 57-58.   

These facts suggest that a traffic accident occurred, and that, at some 

point, someone in Mr. Blakeney’s car had consumed alcohol.  But they do 

not add up to probable cause to believe it was Mr. Blakeney, rather than his 

passenger, who had consumed alcohol.  Indeed, the fact that Detective 

Steinheimer detected the alcohol after Mr. Blakeney was no longer at the 

scene—and while the Chrysler’s passenger remained in the front seat—

suggests that the passenger, not Mr. Blakeney, was the source of the odor.  

Cf. Kingsland v. City of Miami, 382 F.3d 1220, 1227 (11th Cir. 2004) (denying 

summary judgment in false-arrest suit where, after car accident, plaintiff 

was arrested for driving under influence of marijuana, since among other 

things, “there [we]re genuine issues of fact regarding (1) whether there was 

any odor at all, and (2) if there was an odor, whether it radiated from the 

truck, from [plaintiff’s] person, or from [her] breath”).   

Nor do the facts in the corrected application indicate that, if Mr. 

Blakeney consumed alcohol, he had more than the legal limit.  Police can 

detect the smell of alcohol even if only a small, legally permissible quantity 

is present.  Cf. People v. Roybal, 655 P.2d 410, 413 (Colo. 1982) (“An odor of 
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alcoholic beverage is not inconsistent with ability to operate a motor 

vehicle in compliance with Colorado law.”); State v. Kliphouse, 771 So. 2d 

16, 23 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2000) (“[T[he presence of an odor of alcohol alone 

is generally not considered an accurate and reliable measure of impairment 

and, thus, is rarely deemed sufficient for a finding of probable cause.”).   

The district court placed great weight on the fact that Mr. Blakeney 

allegedly committed “gross driver error.”  See J.A. 152 (“[A]nd what I mean 

by that is, you know, jumping the median isn’t a small thing.  It’s not just 

weaving over the solid line.”).  But as multiple courts have recognized, “an 

accident alone, regardless of severity, is insufficient to form the basis for 

probable cause to believe that the driver was under the influence of 

alcohol.”  Cuvo v. De Biasi, 169 F. App’x 688, 690 (3d Cir. 2006) 

(unpublished); see also Williams v. Vasquez, 62 F. App’x 686, 690 (7th Cir. 

2003) (unpublished) (holding no probable cause for DUI arrest where “the 

only undisputed facts that were known to the [officer] at the time of the 

arrest are that [driver] lost consciousness while driving on West Chicago 

Avenue, crossed the center lane and drove onto the curb on the east side of 

the street”); Commonwealth v. Franz, 634 A.2d 662, 665 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1993) 

(“Basing [the officer’s] search merely on the ‘severity of the accident’ is 
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insufficient to warrant a search [for blood-alcohol level] based on probable 

cause.”).   

Car accidents—whether minor or severe—occur for all kinds of 

reasons unrelated to alcohol-induced negligence.  A driver might swerve 

because, e.g., he has a seizure, his passenger assaults or otherwise distracts 

him, he suffers mechanical problems, or he is attempting to avoid an 

animal that darts into the roadway.  See J.A. 145.  Where the affiant offers 

“no evidence . . . that would rule out mechanical failure,” and where there 

are “no facts to suggest that [a driver] was not forced off the road by 

circumstances beyond his control,” the existence of an accident, even a 

serious one, does not suggest driving under the influence.  See People v. 

Reynolds, 895 P.2d 1059, 1062 (Colo. 1995).   

For these reasons, courts have found probable cause lacking on facts 

similar to those here.  The Wisconsin Supreme Court, for example, has held 

that the following four facts do not add up to probable cause to believe a 

suspect is driving under the influence: 

(1) the defendant crossed the center line just before a curve in a 
no-passing zone for no justifiable reason; (2) a strong odor of 
intoxicants emanating from the defendant’s traveling 
companions; (3) a police chief’s belief that he smelled an odor of 
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intoxicants on the defendant; and (4) the defendant’s belligerent 
and unrealistic conduct at the hospital. 

State v. Denure, 640 N.W.2d 565, 2002 WL 89049, at *4 (Wis. Ct. App. Jan. 24, 

2002) (citing State v. Seibel, 471 N.W.2d 226 (Wis. 1991)).  And in Roybal, the 

Colorado Supreme Court held there was no probable cause where the 

record showed only that “an accident took place, the defendant was 

driving one of the cars involved, and he had an odor of alcoholic beverage 

about him.”  655 P.2d at 413.  As these cases demonstrate, Detective 

Steinheimer’s application failed to establish probable cause, and all 

evidence seized pursuant to the resulting warrant must therefore be 

suppressed.   

The district court concluded that, even if the blood-draw warrant was 

defective, officers could rely on it in good faith.  J.A. 159-60.  In United 

States v. Leon, 468 U.S. 897 (1984), the Supreme Court held the exclusionary 

rule does not apply when “officers acted in the objectively reasonable belief 

that their conduct did not violate the Fourth Amendment.”  United States v. 

Lyles, 910 F.3d 787, 796 (4th Cir. 2018).  But officers cannot rely in good faith 

on a warrant if the supporting affidavit is so lacking in indicia of probable 

cause as to render belief in its existence unreasonable.  United States v. 
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DeQuasie, 373 F.3d 509, 519 (4th Cir. 2004).  Here, the skimpy nature of 

Detective Steinheimer’s application—when read in light of cases that are 

directly on point, such as Seibel and Roybal—renders belief in the blood-

draw warrant unreasonable.  Officers’ unlawful search is not protected by 

the good faith exception.   

Because the district court erred in its Franks materiality analysis, this 

Court should remand so the district court can conduct a hearing to 

determine whether Detective Steinheimer’s misstatements were reckless or 

intentional.   

b. Particularity: the warrant does not identify 
(1) the items to be seized or (2) the crime for 
which police may seek evidence. 

Even if the blood-draw application demonstrates probable cause, the 

resulting warrant is invalid because it is insufficiently particular in two 

respects.  First, the warrant does not describe the “items to be seized,” i.e., 

the information police may extract from Mr. Blakeney’s blood sample.  

Second, the warrant does not identify the “particular crime” for evidence of 

which the police may search.   
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i. The items to be seized 

A “valid warrant must particularly describe the place to be searched, 

and the persons or things to be seized.”  United States v. Kimble, 855 F.3d 

604, 610 (4th Cir. 2017).  In most cases, obtaining evidence pursuant to a 

warrant involves a single search and seizure, e.g., removing drugs from a 

car’s center console or taking a gun out of a bedroom closet.  But when the 

government attempts to obtain chemical or physiological information 

about a suspect contained in his bodily fluids, it actually engages in two 

searches.   

“The collection of DNA,” for example, “entails two separate 

‘searches.’”  United States v. Mitchell, 652 F.3d 387, 406 (3d Cir. 2011).  “The 

first is the physical collection of the DNA sample,” i.e., the puncturing of 

the suspect’s skin to draw a blood sample.  Id.  “The second ‘search’ at 

issue is, of course, the processing of the DNA sample and creation of the 

DNA profile.”  Id. at 407.  The two searches implicate different privacy 

concerns, and they both require compliance with the Fourth Amendment.  

See id. at 406-07 (weighing the privacy invasions occasioned by both kinds 

of searches against government’s need to use DNA for identification 

purposes).   
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This Court has endorsed the separate-searches framework.  In United 

States v. Davis, 690 F.3d 226 (4th Cir. 2012), the Court noted that a “search 

. . . occurs when a DNA sample is collected directly from a person’s body,” 

and that this search is “separate[]” from “the second search” that occurs 

when technicians process the DNA and extract information from it.  690 

F.3d at 244 (citing Mitchell, 652 F.3d at 407).  That is why the Supreme 

Court has held that “the collection and subsequent analysis of the requisite 

biological [blood and urine] samples must be deemed Fourth Amendment 

searches”—plural.  Id. (quoting Skinner v. Ry. Labor Execs.’ Ass’n, 489 U.S. 

602, 618 (1989)) (emphasis added) (brackets in Davis); see also id. at 245 

(“[Certain] cases, however, do not directly answer the question before us, 

because they involved challenges to the collection of DNA samples, and not, 

as here, a challenge to the extraction of DNA or retention of a DNA profile 

when the police already had lawful possession of the DNA sample.” 

(second emphasis added)).   

Because obtaining and analyzing biological samples constitute two 

separate searches, a warrant for those samples must satisfy the 

particularity requirement as to both searches.  Here, the warrant is 

particular as to the “first search”: it identifies the precise bodily fluid 
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(blood) that police may seize from Mr. Blakeney.  J.A. 58.  But it is entirely 

unparticularized as to the “second search,” since it gives no indication of 

what information police may take from Mr. Blakeney’s blood while 

analyzing it.  Not only are the items to be seized not described with 

particularity—they are not described at all.  On its face, the warrant 

permits police to extract whatever information they please from Mr. 

Blakeney’s blood—blood-alcohol content, yes, but also the presence or 

absence of HIV, genetic markers for various hereditary diseases, the 

balance of sex hormones in his system, and on and on.   

This Court has recognized that “biological samples, such as those 

derived from blood, . . . can reveal ‘physiological data’ and a ‘host of 

private medical facts.’”  Davis, 690 F.3d at 243 (quoting Skinner, 489 U.S. at 

616-17).  A person’s DNA, which is found in his blood, can yield a “vast 

amount of sensitive information” about him or her.  Mitchell, 652 F.3d at 

407.   

In a case challenging Maryland’s DNA registry for those charged 

with violent crimes, the Supreme Court observed that DNA could reveal 

large amounts of a defendant’s private information, such as whether he is 

“epileptic, pregnant, or diabetic” or has a “predisposition for a particular 
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disease or other hereditary factors not relevant to identity.”  Maryland v. 

King, 569 U.S. 435, 464-65 (2013).  The Court ultimately upheld the 

registry’s constitutionality—but only on the understanding that 

Maryland’s statutory safeguards would prevent the use of DNA for any 

purpose other than identifying defendants.  Id. (noting “a system that did 

not contain comparable security provisions” would “present additional 

privacy concerns not present here”); see also Birchfield v. North Dakota, 136 S. 

Ct. 2160, 2177 (2016) (contrasting alcohol breath tests, which “are capable of 

revealing only one bit of information, the amount of alcohol in the subject’s 

breath,” with blood draws, which “ put into the possession of law 

enforcement authorities a sample from which a wealth of additional, highly 

personal information could potentially be obtained”).   

Here, however, there exist no safeguards like those in King.  See, e.g., 

569 U.S. at 465 (“‘A person may not willfully test a DNA sample for 

information that does not relate to the identification of individuals as 

specified in this subtitle.’” (quoting Md. Pub. Saf. Code Ann § 2-512(c)).  

The blood-draw warrant authorized police to search Mr. Blakeney’s blood 

for any purpose, and any evidence, whatsoever.  A properly particularized 

warrant “leaves nothing to the discretion of the officer executing the 
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warrant.”  Dargan, 738 F.3d at 647.  But the blood-draw warrant leaves the 

government, when executing the “second search” in this case, with 

unbounded discretion; it imposes no limits at all on the information that 

law enforcement can obtain from Mr. Blakeney’s blood.   

It is irrelevant that Detective Steinheimer may have wished to search 

Mr. Blakeney’s blood only for evidence of blood-alcohol content, and had 

no intention of attempting to discover other information.  The “scope of a 

search conducted pursuant to a warrant is defined objectively by the terms 

of the warrant and the evidence sought, not by the subjective motivations of 

an officer.”  Williams, 592 F.3d at 522 (emphasis in original).  Whatever 

Detective Steinheimer’s intentions may have been, they do not bear on the 

lawfulness of the blood-draw warrant.  Because the warrant was 

insufficiently particular, all evidence seized from Mr. Blakeney’s blood 

must be suppressed.   

Finally, the good faith exception cannot excuse officers’ second 

search of Mr. Blakeney’s blood.  That exception does not apply when a 

“warrant is ‘so facially deficient—i.e., in failing to particularize the place to 

be searched or the things to be seized—that the executing officers cannot 

reasonably presume it to be valid.’”  DeQuasie, 373 F.3d at 520 (quoting 
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Leon, 468 U.S. at 923).  When a warrant does “not describe the items to be 

seized at all,” it is “so obviously deficient that [courts] must regard the 

search as ‘warrantless.’”  Groh v. Ramirez, 540 U.S. 551, 558 (2004) (emphasis 

in original).   

With respect to the second search, the blood-draw warrant provides 

no description of the items to be seized.  The good faith exception is 

therefore inapplicable.   

ii. The particular crime 

As explained above, to satisfy the Fourth Amendment particularity 

requirement, a warrant “must identify the specific offense for which the 

police have established probable cause.”  Galpin, 720 F.3d at 445; see also, 

e.g., United States v. Bridges, 344 F.3d 1010, 1018 (9th Cir. 2003) (explaining a 

warrant is invalid if “nothing on the face of the warrant tells the searching 

officers for what crime the search is being undertaken”).  Although this 

Court affords some discretion to officers executing a search warrant, it has 

held that a warrant must “‘confine[] the executing officers’ discretion by 

allowing them to seize only evidence of a particular crime.’”  United States v. 

Davis, 67 F. App’x 771, 777 (4th Cir. 2003) (unpublished) (emphasis added) 

(quoting United States v. Fawole, 785 F.2d 1141, 1144 (4th Cir. 1986)); see also 
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e.g., United States v. Leary, 846 F.2d 592, 602 (10th Cir. 1988) (holding that 

even where warrant references a specific federal statute, such as the Arms 

Export Control Act, it may be insufficiently particular if it does not “allow 

the executing officers to distinguish between items that may and may not 

be seized”).   

It appears the magistrate judge in this case never issued a formal 

warrant for the drawing of Mr. Blakeney’s blood, i.e., a piece of paper, 

signed by the judge, authorizing police to take Mr. Blakeney’s blood by 

force.  The only warrant-type document the government produced below is 

a transcript of Detective Steinheimer’s call to the magistrate judge.  J.A. 57-

58.  Nowhere in that call does the judge specify what “particular crime” 

police may seek evidence of when drawing blood.  Instead, the judge 

merely says the following: 

Okay.  I find that there is probable cause to justify the issuance 
of the warrant for the drawing of the blood of Mr. Blakeney, 
Stephonze Phillip Blakeney, as described earlier in this 
proceeding.  It is 12:28 a.m. and based on the information 
communicated to me, I believe that there is probable cause at 
this time to draw his blood.  And it is 12:29, all right. 

J.A. 58. 
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Assuming this statement constitutes the “warrant” for purposes of 

Mr. Blakeney’s suppression motion, it fails to confine the authorized search 

to evidence of a “particular crime.”  Fawole, 785 F.2d at 1144, overruled on 

other grounds by Williams, 592 F.3d at 523 n.3.  The magistrate judge does 

not say, for instance, that police may draw Mr. Blakeney’s blood in order to 

search for evidence of driving under the influence.  Rather, he simply says 

probable cause exists “for the drawing of the blood.”   

That statement is insufficient for particularity purposes.  This Court 

has consistently invoked the particular-crime rule when assessing the 

validity of search warrants.  In Fawole, for instance, a state court judge 

issued a warrant to search the defendant’s home for “address books, 

diaries, business records, documents, receipts, warranty books, guns, stereo 

equipment, and color television which are, evidence of Violation of Georgia 

State Statute 16–8–2 Theft by Taking.”  Id.  The defendant argued this 

warrant authorized an impermissible “general,” i.e., unparticularized, 

search of his house.  Id.   

This Court’s rejection of that claim consisted, in its entirety, of the 

following two sentences: “The warrant confines the executing officers’ 

discretion by allowing them to seize only evidence of a particular crime.  
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Consequently, we find that the warrant describes the items to be seized 

with sufficient particularity to satisfy the fourth amendment.”  Id.  The 

clear lesson of Fawole is that if the warrant had failed to specify a 

“particular crime”—“Georgia State Statute 16–8–2 Theft by Taking”—it 

would have failed the particularity requirement.   

Following Fawole, this Court has decided numerous cases on the basis 

of the particular-crime rule.  See, e.g., United States v. Sassani, 139 F.3d 895, 

1998 WL 89875, at *6 (4th Cir. 1998) (unpublished) (concluding “the 

warrant spelled out with sufficient particularity the items to be seized” 

because it “described the types of items to be seized and the crime for 

which the items were sought”); United States v. Jones, 31 F.3d 1304, 1313 (4th 

Cir. 1994) (“The warrant confines the executing inspectors’ discretion by 

allowing them to seize only evidence of a particular crime.  Thus, the 

warrant describes the items to be seized with sufficient particularity to 

satisfy the Fourth Amendment.”); United States v. Dickerson, 166 F.3d 667, 

694 (4th Cir. 1999) (rejecting particularity challenge because warrant 

“limited the agents’ search to evidence relating to the commission of a 

particular crime: bank robbery”), rev’d on other grounds, 530 U.S. 428 (2000); 
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United States v. Anthony, 4 F.3d 986, 1993 WL 321595, at *1-2 (4th Cir. 1993) 

(unpublished) (same).   

District courts in this Circuit have observed the same rule.  In United 

States v. Shah, 2015 WL 72118 (E.D.N.C. Jan. 6, 2015), for example, the FBI 

obtained a warrant to search the defendant’s email account for certain 

information that “constitute[d] fruits, evidence, and instrumentalities 

of Title 18, United States Code, Sections 1030 (Fraud and Related Activity 

in Connection with Computers).”  2015 WL 72118, at *2.  That statutory 

provision “prohibits a wide array of activities,” and the warrant 

“provide[d] no other details to clarify the particular crime at issue.”  Id. at 

*13-14.  Accordingly, the court held the warrant “fail[ed] to identify the 

‘particular crime’ for which officers were to seek evidence” and therefore 

“lack[ed] the particularity required by the Fourth Amendment.”  Id. at *14.   

Other Fourth Circuit district courts are in accord.  See, e.g., United 

States v. Hoang Anh Thi Duong, 156 F. Supp. 2d 564, 571 (E.D. Va. 2001) 

(concluding warrant was insufficiently particular because it did not 

“identif[y] the crime for evidence of the commission of which the agents 

were supposed to search defendants’ residence,” though holding 

incorporated affidavit supplied requisite particularity); United States v. 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000546&cite=18USCAS1030&originatingDoc=I3a15a567967e11e49488c8f438320c70&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)
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Moore, 775 F. Supp. 2d 882, 898 (E.D. Va. 2011) (holding warrant satisfied 

particularity requirement because it “direct[ed] officers to search for 

evidence related to the specifically enumerated violations of Virginia and 

City of Richmond law”); United States v. Minnick, 2016 WL 3461190, at *5 

(D. Md. June 21, 2016) (rejecting particularity challenge because “warrant 

limited the search to a detailed list of items relating to two federal drug 

offenses, 21 U.S.C. § 841 (possession with intent to distribute controlled 

substances) and 21 U.S.C. § 846 (conspiracy to distribute and possess with 

intent to distribute controlled substances)”); United States v. White, 2017 WL 

2633521, at *5 (M.D.N.C. June 19, 2017) (holding unparticularized language 

in warrant permissible only because later section of warrant “outline[d] 

with specificity the types of evidence to be seized and connect[ed] the 

language to the alleged crimes under North Carolina law, i.e., obtaining 

property by false pretense, felony possession of stolen property, and 

alteration, destruction or removal of permanent identification marks from 

personal property”); United States v. Manafort, 323 F. Supp. 3d 768, 781 (E.D. 

Va. 2018) (similar); United States v. Cobb, 2018 WL 4907764, at *3 (N.D. W. 

Va. Oct. 10, 2018) (similar).   

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000546&cite=21USCAS841&originatingDoc=I6fc39b003c7111e68e80d394640dd07e&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000546&cite=21USCAS846&originatingDoc=I6fc39b003c7111e68e80d394640dd07e&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)
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The district court in this case declined to follow the particular-crime 

rule because it believed it was “plain” that Detective Steinheimer sought to 

search for evidence of driving under the influence.  J.A. 148.  Although it 

did not say so expressly, the district court presumably found this fact to be 

plain based on Detective Steinheimer’s description of the facts that he 

believed gave rise to probable cause (a car crash and the odor of alcohol).   

But as explained above, “the particularity requirement applies to the 

warrant, as opposed to the application or the supporting affidavit 

submitted by the applicant.”  Hurwitz, 459 F.3d at 470.  As a result, “‘the 

fact that the application adequately describe[s] the “things to be seized” 

does not save the warrant from its facial invalidity.’”  Id. (quoting Groh, 540 

U.S. at 557) (emphasis in Groh).  With respect to particularity, the warrant 

rises or falls on its own.  Thus the district court erred by finding that the 

blood-draw warrant was valid based on Detective Steinheimer’s 

application, i.e., his description of the conduct that he believed gave rise to 

probable cause.     

The Supreme Court has said an otherwise invalid warrant may 

satisfy the particularity requirement if: (1) the warrant “cross-referenc[es] 

other documents,” such as an affidavit or application, (2) “the warrant uses 
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appropriate words of incorporation,” and (3) “the supporting document 

accompanies the warrant.”  Groh, 540 U.S. at 557-58.  Here, however, the 

magistrate judge did not use “words of incorporation” when he issued the 

warrant, and no “supporting document accompanie[d] the warrant” when 

police executed it on Mr. Blakeney.  And in any event, Detective 

Steinheimer did not reference a “particular crime” in his application, so 

incorporation would not have cured the particularity problem.  Detective 

Steinheimer’s application can therefore play no role in assessing the blood-

draw warrant’s particularity.   

  The particularity requirement is not a “formalit[y].”  Id. at 559.  It 

“serves a high function,” id., and that function—preventing “the state from 

embarking on a general exploratory rummaging,” Owens, 372 F.3d at 274—

was not vindicated in this case.   

Finally, officers could not rely on the warrant in good faith.  The 

good faith exception does not apply when “the warrant is ‘so facially 

deficient—i.e., in failing to particularize the place to be searched or the 

things to be seized—that the executing officers cannot reasonably presume 

it to be valid.’”  DeQuasie, 373 F.3d at 520 (quoting Leon, 468 U.S. at 923).  

“Given that the particularity requirement is set forth in the text of the 
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Constitution, no reasonable officer could believe that a warrant that plainly 

did not comply with that requirement was valid.”  Groh, 540 U.S. at 563.  

Courts have therefore declined to apply the good faith exception where a 

warrant fails entirely to specify the crime for which police may seize 

evidence.  E.g., United States v. George, 975 F.2d 72, 77 (2d Cir. 1992) (“[A] 

warrant not limited in scope to any crime at all is so unconstitutionally 

broad that no reasonably well-trained police officer could believe 

otherwise.” (emphasis in original)); Kow, 58 F.3d at 428-30 (declining to 

apply good faith exception to warrant that did not “specif[y] the suspected 

criminal conduct” and therefore “simply was not sufficiently particular”). 

This Court should remand with instructions to grant Mr. Blakeney’s 

motion to suppress the results of the blood draw.   

2. The EDR warrant 

The application for the EDR warrant fails to establish probable cause 

that a crime occurred.  And, like the blood-draw warrant, the EDR warrant 

does not identify a “particular crime” for which police may search for 

evidence.  All evidence seized pursuant to that warrant should therefore 

have been suppressed.   
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a. Overbreadth: the warrant affidavit does not 
demonstrate probable cause that a crime 
occurred. 

Probable cause exists when a warrant affidavit establishes “a fair 

probability that contraband or evidence of a crime will be found in a 

particular place.”  Perry, 560 F.3d at 251 (emphasis added).  The EDR 

affidavit fails to satisfy this requirement.   

In his affidavit, Detective Steinheimer wrote that he was investigating 

a “motor vehicle crash fatality” and sought permission to search one of the 

cars in that accident, the Chrysler.  J.A. 82.  After laying out his law 

enforcement background, Detective Steinheimer recounted officers’ arrival 

at the scene of the accident and the locations of the Nissan and the 

Chrysler.  J.A. 83.  He mentioned that the two drivers were injured and the 

Chrysler’s front-seat passenger was pronounced dead.  J.A. 83.  Detective 

Steinheimer then described officers’ working theory of how the crash 

occurred: 

Preliminary investigation and interviews revealed that the 
Nissan, 8BR2108 MD, was travelling Eastbound on the Suitland 
Parkway, just east of the ramp to Branch Avenue, in the left 
lane.  The Chrysler, VKN6572 VA, was travelling Westbound 
on the Suitland Parkway, west of the ramp from Branch 
Avenue.  The Chrysler crossed over the raised, curb, center 
median and struck the Nissan head on, causing extensive 
damage to the front end and passenger side of both vehicles.  
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The collision caused the Nissan to spin 180 degrees and come to 
rest in the right lane and the Chrysler to leave the roadway, 
south of the Suitland Parkway and come to rest on the grass 
shoulder. 

J.A. 83.   

Detective Steinheimer briefly explained what an EDR is and how it 

works.  J.A. 84.  Then, in the affidavit’s final paragraph, he wrote that “the 

data on the EDR and/or ACM is essential in providing data to further 

determine any and all factors that may have contributed to this crash.  The 

data analysis is needed by the crash reconstructionist to determine the 

underlying cause of the crash.”  J.A. 84.   

This affidavit establishes nothing more than the fact that a fatal car 

accident occurred.  But car accidents, including serious ones, happen for 

numerous reasons that have nothing to do with criminal conduct.  A car 

might cross the center median because the engine malfunctions, because 

the driver hits an object in the road that causes the car to swerve, because 

weather conditions reduce visibility or make the road slippery, because a 

passenger distracts the driver, or because the driver suffers some kind of 

medical episode, such as a seizure.  Or, as Mr. Blakeney argued at trial, a 

car might cross the median because another car enters the road at high 
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speed, causing the first driver to veer abruptly to avoid a crash.  The 

affidavit in this case provides no reason to discount these explanations, or 

myriad others, in favor of a belief that the Chrysler’s driver was criminally 

negligent.   

To establish probable cause, an affidavit must provide at least some 

basis to believe a crime occurred.  Detective Steinheimer’s affidavit fails to 

do so.  It does not even contain—as many affidavits do—a conclusory 

allegation that, based on the affiant’s “training and experience,” he believes 

otherwise innocent conduct is actually a sign of criminal activity.  See, e.g., 

United States v. Tate, 524 F.3d 449, 451 (4th Cir. 2008) (describing affidavit in 

which officer, who found “cigar tobacco and hollowed out cigar shells” in 

suspect’s trash, opined that through his “training and experience [he knew] 

that marijuana users often hollow out cigar shells, discard the cigar tobacco 

and fill the cigar shell with marijuana”).   

Indeed, the language of the affidavit suggests police do not have a 

theory as to why the Chrysler crossed the median.2  Detective Steinheimer 

                                                 

 

2 Information known to police but not included in the affidavit, such 
as Mr. Blakeney’s blood-alcohol level, is irrelevant to whether the affidavit 
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wrote that the EDR data would help investigators “determine any and all 

factors that may have contributed to this crash.”  J.A. 84.  The crash 

reconstructionist, according to Detective Steinheimer, needed the EDR data 

“to determine the underlying cause of the crash.”  J.A. 84.  If investigators 

were still trying to “determine” the cause of the crash, then, by their own 

admission, they had no information indicating criminal activity was to 

blame.   

The Fourth Amendment permits warrants to issue if police have 

probable cause to believe they will, in fact, find evidence of a crime in a 

certain place—not if they believe they will find information that allows 

them to determine whether a crime has occurred in the first place.  If the 

affidavit in this case provides adequate probable cause, then police will be 

entitled to search a car’s EDR as a matter of right anytime there is an 

accident.   

                                                 

 

established probable cause.  See Owens, 372 F.3d at 277 (“Our review of 
whether the search warrant was supported by probable cause—in other 
words, a review of the facts upon which the issuing magistrate relied—
may not go beyond the information actually presented to the magistrate 
during the warrant application process.”).   
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The district court tried to avoid this conclusion on the ground that 

Detective Steinheimer’s affidavit “put a lot of agency in [Mr. Blakeney’s] 

hands” and suggested he had “control” over the situation.  J.A. 166-67.  It is 

unclear what the district court meant by this statement.  To the extent the 

district court was simply pointing out that Mr. Blakeney was driving the 

Chrysler—and that therefore he was the person who pressed the gas pedal, 

turned the steering wheel, etc.—this is true but irrelevant.  The driver of a 

car will always have “agency” and “control” in that sense of those words.  

That Mr. Blakeney had “agency” over the Chrysler therefore does nothing 

to distinguish this accident from one in which no crime occurred.   

By “agency,” the district court may also have meant that the crash in 

this case was severe.  See J.A. 169-70 (“[Detective Steinheimer] goes into 

more detail here about the nature of the crash and puts, again, the agency 

on Mr. Blakeney.  He specifically lays out what the Chrysler did and the 

extent of – meaning, this isn’t just a fender bender – the extent of the 

damage. . . . [A]ll of which, again, is to document the magnitude of the 

incident.”).  This, too, is true but irrelevant.  The severity of a crash has 

nothing to do with whether that crash resulted from criminal activity.  The 

cars in an accident can be just as badly damaged if they collide because the 
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driver swerved to avoid a deer as they would be if he swerved because of 

intoxication.   

Regardless of what the district court meant, it does not change the 

fact that Detective Steinheimer’s affidavit provides absolutely no basis to 

believe a crime occurred.  A car accident is not prima facie evidence of a 

crime.  The EDR affidavit therefore fails to establish probable cause, and all 

evidence seized pursuant to the resulting warrant should have been 

suppressed.     

b. Particularity: the EDR warrant does not 
identify a “particular crime” for which police 
may seize evidence. 

To satisfy the particularity requirement, a warrant “must identify the 

specific offense for which the police have established probable cause.”  

Galpin, 720 F.3d at 445; see also, e.g., Davis, 67 F. App’x at 777 (“We give 

discretion to the officers executing a search warrant, so long as the warrant 

‘confines the executing officers’ discretion by allowing them to seize only 

evidence of a particular crime.’” (quoting Fawole, 785 F.2d at 1144) (emphasis 

added)).  The EDR warrant does not comply with this rule.   

The warrant states that Detective Steinheimer’s affidavit has 

established probable cause to believe the EDR will be found in the 
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Chrysler.  J.A. 85.  But it does not say there is probable cause to believe the 

EDR will contain evidence of a crime, much less specify what that crime 

might be.  J.A. 85.  As a result, a police officer reading the warrant would 

have no way of knowing the permissible scope of a search of the EDR.   

A properly particularized warrant “identifies the items to be seized 

by their relation to designated crimes and . . . leaves nothing to the 

discretion of the officer executing the warrant.”  Dargan, 738 F.3d at 647.  

The EDR warrant does neither of these things: it does not tie the EDR to 

“designated crimes,” and, as a result, it leaves a great deal to the executing 

officer’s discretion, e.g., what information to download from the EDR.  

Because the warrant is not sufficiently particularized, all evidence seized 

from the EDR must be suppressed.   

It is unclear from the record whether the district court found the 

officers could rely on the EDR warrant in good faith.  See J.A. 174 (“I guess I 

need not make a Leon finding, although, obviously, the officers relied in 

good faith; but if this were a – if I were to have agreed with the defense that 

this was a bare bones affidavit, I don’t think it matters under the analysis 

whether the officers relied; but there is no evidence that, you know, they 
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did anything but rely on this warrant in good faith, for what that’s 

worth.”).  Insofar as the district court made such a finding, it was mistaken.   

As explained above, “no reasonable officer could believe that a 

warrant that plainly did not comply with [the particularity] requirement 

was valid.”  Groh, 540 U.S. at 563.  Courts have therefore held the good 

faith exception inapplicable when the warrant does not specify the crime 

for evidence of which the police may search.  E.g., George, 975 F.2d at 77; 

Kow, 58 F.3d 423 at 428-30.  Because the EDR warrant does not identify any 

crime at all, the executing officers could not rely on it in good faith.   

3. The district court’s errors were not harmless.  

When the district court commits constitutional error, this Court will 

reverse unless the government demonstrates, beyond a reasonable doubt, 

that the jury would have found the defendant guilty absent the error.  

United States v. Garcia-Lagunas, 835 F.3d 479, 487-88 (4th Cir. 2016).  The 

government will be unable to bear its burden in this case.   

Other than the results of the blood draw, the government introduced 

no evidence that Mr. Blakeney was under the influence of alcohol.  Without 

that evidence, therefore, the government would be unable to convict Mr. 
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Blakeney of the homicide charge, which requires proof that a defendant 

“was impaired by alcohol” while driving negligently.  J.A. 742.   

The EDR data, which underlay Officer DiPalma’s conclusion about 

the cause of the crash, were essential to proving that Mr. Blakeney drove 

negligently (as required by the homicide count) or recklessly (as required 

by the reckless-driving count).  J.A. 742, 745.  At a retrial where the EDR 

data were not available, the government would be unable to carry its 

burden of proof on those two charges.   

The district court’s denial of Mr. Blakeney’s motions to suppress was 

therefore not harmless.   
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Conclusion 

For the reasons described above, this Court should vacate Mr. 

Blakeney’s convictions on counts one and three and remand with 

instructions to grant his motions to suppress.  In the alternative, this Court 

should direct the district court to conduct a Franks hearing and then 

reconsider his motion to suppress the results of the blood draw.   
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Statement Regarding Oral Argument 

Counsel for Appellant respectfully requests oral argument so that the 

issues above can be more fully presented for the Court’s consideration.   
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